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T

he live-releasing ofgame fish has long
been p,.actised by Yukon anglers as a

measu,.e ofconserving fi-agile n01"them fish

are poor9' handled and released inevitably succumb
to injury 0,. exhaustion.

stocks, The rationale behind live-release fishing is that
anglers can voluntarily release legally caught fish
(along with the mandatory release ofsub-legal fish
and slot limit fish in high quality waters), thereby
inc,.easing the numbe,. offish that may be caught
while cont,.olling the size and numbe,. offish
ha,.vested. The ,.elease oflaige spawners, in
particular, is encou,.aged by the Yukon Department

t,

can be minimized, although a ponion ofthe fish that

There is currently little info,.mation on the impacts of
live-release practices on Yukon fish populations.
Limited data has been collected on the movements of
tagged fish that have been angled and released on
seve,.al Yukon lakes, There have, howevel; been a
number of more intensive studies car,.ied out on the
hooking mortality ofgame fish by anglers in other
North American jurisdictions, including studies on

ofRenewable Resou,.ces,

the main wild game fish species that occur in the
The success of this conservation effort depends entire9'

Yukon, such as lake trout, northern pike, aI·etic

on the survival ,.ate of the released fish, A number of

grayling, chinook and coho salmon. The objective of

foctors influence the survival rate ofreleased fish such

this report is to summarize what information is

as the fishing gear used, handling methods, playing

available on the hooking mortality ofthese northern

time, and environmental foetors such as the water

fish species and to highlight the foctors that cause this

,-

and air tempe,.ature, With p,.ope,. equipment and

mo,.tality.

,

handling techniques, the extent ofhoo/'ing mortality

1-
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Previous studies
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R

search o n hooking morta lity has bee n
carried out in North America for the
past 60 years. M uch of this work has

•

focused on "southern" species such as largemourh
bass, walleye, and stream populations of tro ut
(brown trout, brook trout and cutrhroat trOut).
The majority of these experi ments have been
d esigned to determine the extent that the
mortality of released fi sh can be attributa ble to the
in jury infl icted by vari ous types of terminal fishi ng
gear, such as hooks, lures, artificial flies and
natural bait. Others assess the effectiveness of fi sh
handling and releasing techn iques.
A more limited number of hooking mortali ry
studies have been carried out on <'northern" game

fish species, such as lake trout, northern pike,
arctic grayling, chinook and coho salm on. Few
studies have been cond ucted north of 60 0 latitude.
No field studies on hooking mortali ty have yet
been done in the Yukon, although fish tagging
projects on Tagish Lake, Mandan na Lake and
Wellesley Lake have resulted in some information
on the fate of lake trout that have been repeatedly
caught and rel eased by anglers.
The studies on northern fish species primarily
assess the mortality caused by particular. angling
equipment or fish handling practices without
addressing the potential impact of this mortality at
the population level.
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FISHERIES MONITORING OF LIVE RElEASE TAGGING INFORMATION
The Yukon Government Department of Renewable Resources, Fisheries Section has

1-

completed several tagging projects throughout the Territory in ongoing efforts to
assess fish stocks. Floy or spaghetti tags are currently being used in several lakes
including Tagish, Mandana, Wellesley, Aishihik, Canyon, Sekulmun and the lower
Kathleen system. Sonar or radio tags have been used in the lower Kathleen system,
Wellesley, Mandana and Deazdeash lakes. Fish that are tagged are primarily lake
trout, but some rainbow trout, arctic grayl ing and whitefish have also been tagged.
The sonar and radio tags have been used in lake trout and rainbow trout. All of the
tags in Mandana, Wellesley and the Kathleen system have been applied to fish that
were captured by angling methods using barbless hooks.
In each of these cases a percentage of the tagged fish have been recaptured in
subsequent years by anglers and ourselves. In lakes where we have a reasonable
sample size of tagged fish, the recaptu res are relatively frequent. Some fish have
been recaptured several times over a period of several years. The sonar and radio
tagged fish were all periodically relocated and tracked around their respective lakes
for subsequent periods of time which varied from project to project.
All of our tag recaptures, returns and monitoring of sonar and radio tags indicate
an excellent level of survival after the tagging event. The sonar tags are especially
indicative of this as the fish were angled, handled for a moderate period of time as

,_.

the tags are inserted surgically into the body cavity and then the fish is released. In
all cases, with one exception, fish survived well and were recurrently relocated. The

~

,

one exception was a fish which died after surgery before being released. In a
number of cases fish which were hooked deeply and which were bleeding when
released after applying a Floy tag were recaptured in a subsequent year.
Exact details on numbers of fish and locations of projects are in our files and
available upon request.
• information provided by Renewable Resources, December 1, 1998
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Review of hooking mortality
studies: northern species
-- ..
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T

he following reports on the mOlTalit)' of
live-released ga me fish were scl ened

,

because they include studies on

northern fish species. T he resul ts of th ese studies.

therefore, may have significa nt implications for the
management of the Yukon freshwa ter SpO ITS
fish ery. The majori ty of these stud ies were carried
out on lake trout, while others have focu sed on

northern pike) arctic gr<lyl ing, ch inook and co ho
sal mon.

Annotated summaries
lakelrout

~

• An Evaluation ofLake Trout Hooking Mortality
in the Uppa Great Lakes. Loftus, Taylor and

Keller, 1988.
Th is study took place at lakes Michigan , Huron
and Superio r duri ng 1984 and 1985. A sam ple size
of 67 fis h was used, ranging in size from 461 to
80 1 mm. Fish were caught in open water at depths
between 7.5 and 49 m by recreational anglers and
commercial charter boat operators. Most fish were
caught by deep trolling with artificial lures
attached to downriggers. T he three m ain lu re eypes
used were small plug-like lures with small treble
hooks, spoons with large treble hooks and spoons
with large single hooks. Playing time ranged from
53 seconds to 5 minutes, with deck times of 1
minure and 10 seconds to 4 minutes 30 seconds.
Fish were teth ered ro flo ats with 60 metres of
monofilament line and their condition was
monirored for 48 hours.

4•
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Survival rates were 85% overall, with 80% for treble

Hooking location was found to be the primary

hooks and 93% for single hooks. Playing time and

mortaliry factor. Clipping line on deeply hooked

deck time, as well as temperature differential and

fish was found to aid in survival. It was

angling depth, were found

recommended that set line use be restricted if high

to

have no effect on

survival. There was a 71.4% mortality for internally

release rates are desired.

hooked fish (gullet, gill arches, roof and floor of
mouth), and a 6.9% mortality for mouth hooked

"

• Comparability ofMortality Between Barbed and

fish (upper or lower jaw). Small fish were found to

Barbless Hooked Lake Trout. Falk, Gillman and

have the highest mortality rate. It was found that

Dahlke, 1974.

most bloated floating fish eventually swim down

A comparison of the effects of barbed and barbless

and survive. The headfirst plunge method of release

hooks took place at Taltheilei Narrows on Great

was recommended, and burping and puncturing

Slave Lake, NWT in 1974. A sample size of 129

were not necessary. The conclusions found in this

fish, ranging from 320 to 960 em in length (0.3 to

study support the use of season limits, size

15 kg) was used. Researchers angled with barbed

restrictions and creel limits as effective .methods for

and batbless treble hooks with 1 to 3 trebles. Fish

reducing sport fishing mortality.

were caught in open water, with water
temperatures of 5 to 9°e. Tanks were used for

• Hooking Mortality ofLake Trout Angled Through

hook removal and transport. Transport time was

lee by Jigging and Set Lining. Persons and

up to 6 hours, with an average of 48 minures. Fish

Hirsch, 1994.

were transported to, and held in cages at, a central

This ice fishing srudy rook place at Gunflint Lake,

location for up to 10 days, while being observed at

Minnesota in January 1991. A sample size of 96 fish

durations of 24, 48, 72 and 96 hours.

was used. Fish were caught by angling through the
ice by means of set lining and jigging at 8 to 15
metre depths. Dead fish bait was used with single or

"

,

treble hooks. Air temperature ranged from -5 to -

30°e. Fish were put in water-filled coolers,
transported from 0.2 to 2.4 kilometres and put in an
underwater crib at 12 metres depth for 7 to 10 days.

Survival rates for fish caught with barbed hooks
was 93.06%, and with barbless hooks, 92.98%.
Hook removal and handling time was greater for
fish caught with barbed hooks. Hook damage and
bleeding was negligible, but was less for barbless
hooks. All mortalities occurred during the first 4
hours, except for one which occurred after three

Overall survival rate was 76%, with 68% for fish

days. Damage resulting from hook placement was

caught by set lining and 91 % for fish caught by

found to be the main cause of death. Normal

jigging. Mortaliry for gill or gut hooked fish was

angling did not cause complete physiological

36%, mourh hooked fish mortaliry was 29% and

exhaustion and fish quickly recovered. It was

lip hooked fish mortality was 0%. Of set lined

recommended that efforts be made to educate

fish, 70% were gut or gill hooked, and 11 % were

anglers about proper hook removal and handling

lip hooked. Of fish caught by jigging, 9% were gut

techniques. The use of small mesh dip nets was

or gill hooked, and 64% were lip hooked.

encouraged for landing lure caught game fish.

An evaluation of hooking mortality resulting from live-release fishing practices. 5
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• An Assessment ofMortality for Lake Trout Angled

-8 to _14°e. Fish were caught by a volunteer

from Deep IVtzter. Manitoba Department of

angler using live bait fish and barbed single hooks

Natural Resources, 1986.

in 2 to 7 metres of water. Fish were put into water-

The mortality of lake trout angled from deep

filled coolers and transported to a holding net

water rook place at Clearwater Lake, Manitoba, in

within 5 minutes. The holding net was suspended

July and August 1986. A sample size of 288 fish

under ice in 8 metres of water for 48 hours.

was used. Fish were caught by researchers and

Survival rate was 90% overall. Of all fish caught ,

recreational anglers wirh single hooked jigs and

54% were hooked in critical areas (deep mouth,

treble jigs, barbed and barb less. Fishing was done
in open water, with water temperatures of 10 to

gill and stomach) and 46% were hooked
superficially (lips and mouth anterior to the first

18°e. Three different methods were used to assess
survival. Forty-nine fish were held in cages from

gill arch). Cutting lures rather than removing
hooks from the deeply hooked fish was found to

18 to 48 hours at the depths at which they were

reduce mortalities. Hooking in gills was found to

caught. Six fish were implanted with sonar

be the main mortality factor. All of the fish that

transmitters and the remaining fish were tagged

died were hooked in critical areas and showed

and immediately released. Fish implanted with

signs of bleeding. All fish which were hooked

transmitters were tracked for one year.

supetficially survived.

Survival rate was 96% for cage held fish, and
mortalities were likely caused by angler injury. The
survival rate was 67% for transmittet-implanted

• Hooking Mortality Among Lure Caught Lake
Trout. Nadeau, 1982.

fish, with mortalities likely due to stress from the

This study took place at Lake Maganasipi,

implantation procedure. Of 89 angler tag returns,

Quebec, in May of 1981. Surface water

70 had been hooked in the jaw area, 10 had been

temperature was 8.5°e. A sample size of 61 fish

hooked in gills, 4 had been hooked in the eye and

was used, ranging in size from 34.0 to 49.5 cm.

5 had been hooked in the body. Barbless hooks

Fish were caught by trolling with light casting gear

reduced handling and releasing time, causing less

using spinners with one barbed treble hook. After

injury. Ongoing tag returns lead researchers to

being caught, fish were placed in a nylon enclosure

conclude that catch and telease is a valuable

in water for 15-60 minures and then transferred to

management tool for maintaining or enhancing

a holding tank, where they were held for a

the angling quality oflake trout.

minimum of24 houts .

• Hooking Mortality ofLake TrourAngled Through

~

•

Overall survival rate was 88.5%. Of all fish caught,
84% were jaw hooked with no mortality, and 13%

the Ice. Dextrase and Ball, 1991.

were hooked in gill arches. Hook placement was
This ice fishing study took place at Little Raleigh
Lake, northwestern Ontario, in February 1990. A
sample of 50 fish was studied, ranging from 24

found to be the principal factor affecring survival
rate.

to

41 cm in length. The air tem perarure ranged from

~

III
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• Catch and Release ofLake Trout: An

,.

of the tags ceased movement. It is not known

Experimental Management Program to Study

whether the fish died or the tag fell of£

Harvest Control Regulations in Algonquin

Information regarding the orher tagged fish is

Provincial Park. Quinn and Hicks, 1988.

being accumulated as the fish are caught.

A catch and release mo rtality study was carried out
at Smoke Lake, within Algonquin Provincial Park,

Northern pike

on May 30 and 3 1,1988. Surface water
temperature was measured on May 30 at 17.8°C,

,.

,.
,.

...

'..

• Mortality Data for Angled Arctic Grayling and

with thermocline forming around 4 metres. A

Northern Pike from Great Slave Lake Area,

sample of 33 fish was taken, with a mean fork

Northwest Territories. Falk and Gillman, 1975.

length of 34.2 em. Fish were caught by 42

A study was undertaken to determine the

experienced anglers from the M inistry of Natural

mortality rates for angled northern pike (and areric

Resources and from the Whitney Fish and Game

grayling -

Club. They used a variety of gear with artificial

Island, Beaver Lake, Stark River and the Stephanie

lures, and a boat equ ipped with a holding tank

M inesite in the G reat Slave Lake region from June

and sampling facilities. Fish were placed in the

to late August 1973 and 1974. Pike were angled

holding tank to be tagged and examined. Fork

fro m boats or shore using spinning and fly rods. A

lengths were measured and scales were taken for

variety of lures, flies and hooks (barbed and

ageing. Three types of tags were used to assess

barbless) were used. A total of 94 northern pike

survival. Ultrasonic pinger tags were attached to 5

were caught (75 with barbed hooks and 19 with

fish, spaghetti tags were attached to 20 fish, and a

barbless hooks). All fish were transferred to

streamer tag was attached to I fish . The tagged fish

holding cages anchored near the capture site and

were then released, wi th the exception of 6 which

observed periodically for 96 hours. Conditions at

were attached to a tether for 24 hour evaluation.

the captute site were duplicated in the holding

Three fish were released umagged.

cages as closely as possible.

Six fish died during the study. Four died during

A mortality rate of 5.3% was reported fo r

handling and two of the tethered fish were found

northern pike caught on barbed hooks and 10.5%

dead upon retrieval. This represents a survival rate

fo r those caught with barbless hooks (average

of 82%. All dead fish were small, with a 29.5 em

mortality rate of 6.4%). Hook damage and

average length. Small trout were fo und to be more

bleeding was light. The degtee of hook damage

vulnerable. Large trout seemed to withstand

was higher for those fish caught with barbless

handling and releasing, and recovered quickly. The

hooks rhan those caught with barbed hooks. H ook

prime mortali ty factor was severe hooking and

damage and bleeding depended more on hook

snagging. Five pinger tagged fish were monitored.

placement than any other factot. Hooking in the

One of the tags began malfunctioning at the

gill arches and the gullet were the primary cause of

outset, bur the other four fish were tracked and

damage.

see below) in the vicinity of Brabam

were observed to be doing welL In mid-June, one

An evaluation of hooking mortality resulting from live-release fishing practices .
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• Mortality ofNorthern Pike Captured and

hooks, single small treble hooks and double treble

Released with Sport Fishing Gear. Burkholder,

hooks. 240 northern pike (60 fish per tackle type)

1992.

were caught at George Lake, Alaska, during June

Two separate experiments were carried out in this

1991. Each fish was measured and tagged, and the

study. In the first experiment, the mortality of

tackle type, hook placement, playing time and the

northern pike caught and released with commonly

level of bleeding was noted. The captured fish were

used terminal tackles was estimated for mulriple

then held in an enclosed area of George Lake from

captures. This multiple capture experiment was

5 to 16 days. A group of seined northern pike were

conducted at Colorado State Univetsity between

held as a control for the experiment. The mortality

April 4 andJuly21, 1991. 63 fish captured with

rate was defined as the number of fish that died

gill nets from nearby College Lake were released

within five days of capture (by each tackle type)

into experimental ponds on the university campus.

divided by the total number captured with each

Terminal tackle types used in this experiment

type of tackle.

included double treble hooks, large treble hooks
and single hooks. No bait was used. Captured fish
were measured and tagged, and the tackle type,
playing time, hook placement and level of
bleeding was noted. The experiment lasted 102
days. Approximately 260 hours of fishing effort
were expended to make 90 captures.

hooks died during the experiment, whereas twO
fish caught with large treble hooks and three fish
caught with small treble hooks died within five
days of capture. One control fish also died within
five days of capture. The mortality rate for
northern pike held for 5 days after capture was
therefore: 0.00% for fish caught with double treble

and release angling in this experiment. Of the 63

hook lures, 3.33% for fish caught with large treble

original fish, 18 were never caught, 16 were caught

hook lures, 4.84% for fish caught with small treble

once, 19 were caught twice, 8 were caughr three

hook lures and 0.00% for fish caught with single

times, 1 was caught four times and I was caught

hook lures. The mortality rate for the control fish

eight times.

was 1.37%.

One northern pike that had never been caught

• Hooking Mortality ofNorthern Pike Angled

64 occurred with double treble hooks, 18 with

...•

No fish caught with double treble hooks or single

No mortality of northern pike resulted from catch

died during rhe experiment. Of the 90 captures,

....

Through Ice. Du Bois et al., 1994.
The hooking mortality of northern pike was

large treble hooks and 8 with single hooks. The

studied at Long Lake, Lipsett Lake and Mendota

size of the fish captured ranged from 400 to 900

Lake, Wisconsin from December to Febtuaty

mm (fork length).

1992. Air temperature ranged from -6 ro 4°C. A

In the second experiment of this study, the rates of

sample size of185 fish was used, ranging in size

mortality among different terminal tackle types

from 325 mm to 759 mm. Fish were caught by

was estimated. Four types of artificial lures were

volunteer anglers, using size 4 treble hooks baited

investigated: single hooks, single large treble

with live white suckers, and size 10 Swedish pike

8 • An evaluation of hooking mortality resulting from live-release fishing practices
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hooks baited with dead rainbow smelt. The total

dependent on hook placement. Hook damage and

hooking and handling time ranged from 10

bleeding was more severe on arctic grayling caught

seconds to 315 seconds. The fish were placed in

with spinning lures than those caught with flies.

water-filled coolers and transferred to a holding
net within 10 minutes of capture. The fish were

Chinook and coho salmon

held in the underwater holding net in 4.5 metres

.-

• Hooking Mortality o/Chinook Salmon Released
in the Kenai River, Alaska. Bendock and

of water for 48 hours.
Survival rates were 94.1 % overall. 99% for treble
hooks and 67% for pike hooks. Of the 24 fish
caught on pike hooks, 11 were deep hooked. Of

,.-

the 161 ·fish caught on treble hooks, 26 were deep
hooked. Of the 9 fish that died, 7 were deep
hooked. Of 25 gill hooked fish, only 1 died. All 9

,.

fish that died were bleeding, bu t 46 of 55 (84%)
bleeding fish survived.

A1exandersdottir, 1993.
A study of the hooking mortality of chinook
salmon took place on the Kenai River, Alaska,
including early runs (May-June) in 1990 and 1991
and late runs Guly-August) in 1989 and 1990.
The sample consisted of 446 fish, with mean mideye lengths of 819 mm for males and 948 mm for
females. Fish were caught by recreational anglers
using artificial lures and lures with bair. Angling

Arctic 'grayling

times ranged from 20 seconds to 1 hour, with an

• Mortality Data for Angled Arctic Grayling and
Northern Pike from Great Slave Lake Area,
Northwest Territories. Falk and Gillman, 1975 .

average time of 6.5 minutes. Tagging times ranged
from 2 to 10 minutes, with an average time of 4.3
minutes. Fish were fitted with radio transmitters
and tracked for 5 days.

This study on the hooking mortality of arctic

.
-

grayling was carried out in conjunction with the

The average survival rate for all experiments was

study on northern pike mortality in the Grear

92.4%. Survival rates ranged from 89.4% during

Slave Lake region in 1973 and 1974 (see above) . A

the 1989 late run to 95 .9% during the 1991 early

total of 158 grayling were caught with a variety of

run. Of 24 fish hooked in vital areas, 11 (46%)

flies, lures and hooks (I 19 with barbed and 39

died. Of70 bleeding fish, 15 (21 %) died. Survival

with barbless) and transferred to holding cages as

estimates include effects of handling and tagging.

in the field study on northern pike.

Fish length, hooking location and bleeding
affected survival. Small males had the lowest

The mortality rate for arctic grayling caught on
barbed hooks was 11.8%, compared with 5.1 %
for those caught on barb less hooks . The degree of

survival rates. Bleeding fish had less chance of
survival, as did fish that were hooked in a vital
location, such as gills, eye or tongue.

hook damage and bleeding was light. Hook

.-

damage was greater for those grayling caught with
barbed hooks than those caught with barbless
hooks. Hook damage and bleeding was most

An evaluadon of hooking monalicy resulting from live-release fishing practices.
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• Mortality of Chinook and Coho Salmon in Their

• Hooking Mortality ofChinook Salmon Released

First Year of Ocean Life FolLewing Catch and

by Commercial Trollers. Wertheimer, 1988.

Release by Anglers. Gjernes, Kronlund and

The objectives of this study were

M ulligan, 1993.

imm ediate and short-term mortality rates of

to

determine the

This juvenile sal mon hooking mortality study took

chin oo k salmon hooked and released ftom

place in the Georgia Strait, British Columbi a,

com mercial trolling gear rypical of the gear used in

ftom September 6

coho salmon fishing, and to examine the

to

October 14,1985. The

sample consisted of 413 juvenile chinook and

association of mortality with wo un d location. For

coho salmon (ocean age 0) , with a mean length for

2 five-day petiods, researchers chartered power

dead chinooks of 21.4 em and for dead coho of

trollers to fish in Hawk Inlet in so utheastern

25.8 cm. Water temperarure ranged from 10 to

Alaska. OperatO rs of the trollets fished with their

14°C. during the study. Fish were caught by 4

normal co mplement of coho salmon gear and

volunteer anglers, troll ing off a lO-me tre boat

operated in the ir normal mann er. In total, 108

using weights, flashers and artificial lures. Size 110

legal and 398 sublegal (less than 7 1 em long)

single hooks and size 4 treble hooks were used,

chinook salm on were caught.

...

....

both barbed and barbless. Fish were lifted on
board by leader, without a landing net. Landing
time was usually less than I minute, while hook
removal took from 15 to 30 seconds. Fish were
held for 6 to 8 hours in a holding tank. The
numbers of dead and live fish were then recorded
and the survivors were returned to me sea. The
injury locations and fork lengths of dead fish were
recorded.

Size was a factor in the mortality rate: 23.6% of
the sublegal fish died and 13.0% of the legal fish
died. In both size categories, fish hooked in the
gills had the highest tOtal mortality. The

-

recalculated estimate of total hooking mortality for
sublegal fish based on wound location was 25.7% .
The recalculated estimate of total hooking
mortality for legal and sub legal fi sh based on
wound severity was 23.5%.

.
w

Survival rates were 70% for chinook and 85% for
coho. Large relative hook size in relation to fish

Discussion of study results

size was found to increase hooking mortality. Fish

The results of the hooking mortality srudies on

caught on treble hooks were subject to

lake rrout, northern pike, arctic grayling, chinook

considerably more handling and injury during

and coho salmon are ourlined below.

hook removal than fish caught on single hooks,
and removal of barbed hooks was more difficult

Lake trout

than removal of barbless hooks. Single hooks

Mortality srudies on lake trout indicate that hook

carried a higher frequency of injury in a lethal

placement (the part of the fish where the fish is

location than treble hooks. Landing fish was more
successful using single hooks.

hooked) is the major factor affecting the chances
for survival after release. The Upper Great Lakes
Srudy (Loftus et al. 1988) found that there was a

10. An evaluation of hooking morraliry resulting from live-release fishing practices
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mortality rate of71.4% for internally hooked fish

Fishing with live bait is also believed to contribute

(gullet, gill arches, roof and floor of mouth)

to higher hooking mortality in lake trout. Trout

compared to a 6.9% mortali ty fo r mouth hooked

often swallow live bait. along with the hook.

fish (upper or lower jaw). Similarly, Persons and

immediately upon striking. Dextrase and Ball

Hirsch (1994) in their winter study at Gunflint

(199 1). however. reported a mortality rate of only

Lake found a mortality of 36% for gill or gut

10% during their winter study using live bait on

hooked fi sh, compared to 29% for mouth hooked

single hooks at Li ttle Raleigh Lake in northwestern

and 0% for lip hooked fish . Severe external

Ontario. They attribute this lower mortality to the

snagging injuries, such as to the gills, eyes, etc.

practice of cutting lines rather than removing

have been found to contribute to higher mortali ty

hooks from deeply hooked fi sh.

in several of the studies.
Larger lake trout have been found to have a higher

•

The on e study com paring the effects between

chance of sutvival. Loftus et aI. (1988) concluded

barbed and barbless hooks on lake trout (Falk et

during their Upper Great Lakes study that the

"

al. 1974) was inconclusive. This extensive

smallest size category of fish experienced the

experiment on Great Slave Lake found no

greates t mortali ty.

significant difference in the mortality rates (6 .94%

.-

for barbed hooks and 7.02% for barbless hooks).

'Northern ,pike

It was reported. however, that bleeding and injury

from hook placement and removal were less on
lake ttout caught with barbless hooks. Other
studies report that the use of barb less reduces

The hooking mortality rates of northern pike have
been found to be relatively low. Although pike are
voracious feeders and will sometimes engorge the
lute completely. the Great Slave Lake study (Falk

handling and releasing time.

and G illman 1975) found average m ortality rates
The use of treble hooks has been linked to higher

of only 6.4% . An Alaska study by Burkho lder

mortali ty in lake trOUt. The rate of mortality in

(1992) on the hooking mortality of northern pike

lake ttout caught during the Upper Great Lakes

found that mortali ty ranged from 0% for fish

study (Loftus et al. 1988) was found to be 20%

caught on single hook lures

using treble hooks and 7 % when single hooks were

on large treble hook lures.

to

5% for fish caught

used. It was believed that higher mortality from
treble hooks was attributable to the longer
handling time and more extensive injuty inflicted
when removing these hooks. M ongillo (1984)
concludes, however. that single hooks cause

,-

H ook placement has been found to be the primary
factor affecting hook damage and m ortali ty in
northern pike. Hooking in the gill arches and
gullet are the primary causes of mortali ty.

slightly higher mortality than treble hooks. T he

The use of barbless hooks in the G reat Slave Lake

reason for this. he suggests. is that single hooks are

study (Falk and Gillman 1975) proved to be of no

more easily ingested. resulting in more internal

benefit in reducing mortality in northern pike.

injury than when treble hooks are used.

The mortality was found to be 10.5 % when

"~

I
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SUMMARY TABLE ON THE ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHIES
Fishing method s
and gear

Survival rates

Comme nts

67

Deep trolling using
3 main lure types,
from 7.5 m to 49 m
deep

Overall: 85%
Treb le hooks: 80'1.
Single hooks: 93%
Internally hooked: 27010

Smaller fish had higher
mortality rates, rates not
affected by playing time,
deck time, temperature
or d epth

of Lake January 1991,
Trout Angled Through Ice
Gunflint Lake
on Minnesota ~
by 1igging and Set Lining,
by Persons and Hirsch, 1994 Ontario bord er

96

Set lin ing and jigging Overall: 76%
at 8-15m deep, dead Set lining: 68%
fish ba it with singl e Jigging: 91 %
or treble hooks

Hooki ng locati on
primary mortality factor

June 1974,
open water
Great Slave
La ke and Great
Bear, NWT

129

Trolling or spinning
rods with treble
hooked lures

Main cause of death
was hook placement

Study

Oates and
location s

Sample
size

lAKE TROUT
An Evaluation

of Lake

Trout Hooking Mortality in
the Upper Great Lakes,

by Loftus, Taylor and
Keller, 1988

1984 and 1985,
open water
lakes Michigan,
Huron and
Superior

Hooking Mortality

Comparability of Mortality
Between Barbed and
Borbless Hooked Lake
Trout,

by Falk, Gillman and
Dahlke, 1974
An Assessment

of Mortality July and August 288

for Lake Trout Angled from
Deep Water,

by Manitoba Department
of Natural Resources, 1986
Hooking Mortality

of Lake

Trout Angled through the
Ice,

by Dextrase and Ball,
1991
Hooking Mortality Among
Lure Caught Lake Trout,

by Nadeau, 1982

1986,
Clearwater
l ake, Manitoba

Barbed: 93.06%
Barbless: 92.98%

Angling from depths Cage held fish: 96%
of 25 to 38m using Transm itter implanted
single and treble jigs fish: 67010

Trans mitter death s likely
associated with stress of
implant

February 1990,
Little Raleigh
Lake,
northeastern
Onta rio

50

Anglin g through ice
in shallow water,
2~7m, using live
minnows on barbed
single hooks

Overall: 90%
Hooked in mouth or
superlicially: 100%
Hooked deep in mouth,
gill s: 81%

Cutting lures rather than
removing hooks
red uced mortality. All
fish that died were
hooked in critical areas

May 1981,
l ake Magansipi,
Que bec

61

Traw lin g with light
gear using single
ba rbed treble hook

Overall: 88.5%
Hooked in jaw: 100%
Hooked in gill: 12.5%

Hook pla ce ment was
principa l factor; all dead
fi sh hooked in gill arches

33

Angling w ith a
va riety of gear using
artificial lures

Overall: 82%

Small trout were more
vu lnerable than large
trout; prim e mortality
factor was severe
hooking and snagging

94

Angling usin g
spinning or fly rods
with lures, spinners,
fli es and hooks
(ba rb ed and
barb less)

Barbed hooks: 94.7%
(sample size - 75)
Barble55: 89.5%
(sa mple size - 19)

Hook damage and
bleeding due to hook
placement (gill arches
and gullet) was main
factor in mortality

Catch and Release of Lake May 1988,
Smoke Lake,
Onta rio
Management Program to
Trout: An Experimental
Study Harvest Control
Regulation in Algonquin
Provincial Park,

by Quinn and Hicks, 1988

'NORTHERN PJKE
June to August,
1973 and 1974,
Great Slave
Northern Pike from Great
Slave Lake Area, Northwest lake region,

Mortality Data for Angled
Arctic Grayling and

Territories,

by Falk and Gillman, 1975

12 .
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Study

Dates and
locati ons

Sample

size

Fishin g methods
and gea r

Surviva l rates

Comm ents

NORTHERN PI KE (continued)

Mortality of Northern Pike

Captured and Released
with Sport Fishing Gear.
by Burkholder, 1992

Ap ril and July
1991, Co llege
Lake, Colorado

Jun e 1991,
George Lake,

,-

63

240

Alaska

,.
Hooking Mortality of
Northern Pike Angled
Through Ice,
by Du Bois etal, 1994

December
1992 to
February 1993,
Long Lake,
Lipsett Lake

185

Caught with gill nets 100%
then put in ponds,
angled using baitless
double and large
treble hook and single
hooks
Angled using single
hook, sin gle large
t reb le hook, sing le

Double t reb le hoole

small t reble hook,
and double treb le

96.7010
Single hooks: 100010

hook. All were
artificial lures.

Small treble hook:

Angling through ice
using #4 treble with
live white suckers
and pike hooks w ith
dead rainbow smelt

No morta lity with any
of th e equipment

Statisti ca lly there was

100%

little significa nt

Large treble hook:

difference between
tackle type

95.16%
Ove rall: 94. 1%

45010 of p ike hooked

Treble hooks: 99010

f ish we re deep ly

(samp le size · 161)
Pike hooks: 67%

hooked; 16.1010 of t reb le
hooked fish were

(sam ple size · 24)

deeply hooked. For live

and Mendota

release, pike hooks
should not be used

Lake, Wisconsin

ARCTIC GRAYLING

,.

June to August,
1973 and 1974,
Great Slave
lake region,
NWT

158

Angling using
spinning or fly rods
with lures, spinners,
fli es and hooks
(barbed and
ba rbless)

Barbed hooks: 88.2%
(sample size· 119)
Barbless: 94.9%
(sample size - 39)

Dam age and bleed ing
was due to hook
placement and was more
severe with spinning
lures than with fli es

Hooking Mortality of
Chinook Salmon
Released in the Kenai
River Alaska,
by Bendock et
Alexa ndersdottir, 1993

July to Aug ust

446

Angling using

Overall: 92.4% Lowest
was 1989 late run of
89.4%, highest was
1991 early run of 95.90/0

Sm all ma les had lowest

Mortality of Chinook and
Coho Salmon in their Fist
Year of Ocean Life
Following Catch and
Release by Anglers,
by Gjernes, Kro nlund and
Mulligan, 1993

Septembe r to
Oct ober 1985,
Strait of
Georgia, B.C.

Mortality Data for Angled
Arctic Grayling and
Northern Pike from Great
Slave Lake Area, Northwest
Territories,
by Falk and Gillman, 1975

",;,.\~( .]gl

,.

artificial lures and

1989 and 1990,
May to June

lures with bait

1990 and 1991

413

Trolli ng using
we ights, lures,

Chin ook: 70%
Coh o: 85010

single and t reble
hooks, barbed and
barbless

,.

survival rate; hooking
location most significa nt
factor affecti ng mortality

Chin ook have higher
mortality than same age
coho; large hook size
relative to fish size
increased mortality;
suggest using treble
hooks rather than single
hooks to reduce nu mber
of sm all fish hooked in

leth al locations
Hooking Mortality of
Chinook Salmon Released
by Commercial Trollers,
by Wertheimer, 1988

August 1988,
Hawk Inlet,
south easte rn
Alaska

506

Size a factor affecting

Troll ing using
commercial gear for

Overall : 76.5010
Legal size (>7 1cm):

Co ho

87010

hooked in gills had

(samp le size · 108)
Sublega l: 76.40/0

highest mortality;
wound seve rity related

(sam ple size · 398)

to mortal ity

m ortality; all fis h
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barbless hooks were used compared with only
5.3% for pike caught with barbed hooks.

:Chinook and coho salmon :
Wound location and the extent of bleeding appear

Outing theit study on three Wisconsin lakes,

to be the factots principally associated with

DuBois et al. (1994) concluded that pike hooks

mortality in released chinook salmon. The average

contributed to significantly higher mortality than

mortality rate for chinook salmon caught by

treble hooks. They found that the use of treble

recreational anglers on the Kenai River in Alaska

hooks resulted in a mortality of less than 1%,

with artificial lutes (Bendock and Alexandersdottir

compared to 33% when pike hooks were used.

1993) was determined to be 7.6%. 46% of the fish

Pike hooks tend

to

hook fish deep in the mouth or

in the gills, esophagus or stomach, causing
crippling or fatal injuries.

The only study available on the release of angled
arctic grayling (Falk and Gillman 1975) reported
an average mortality rate of 10.1 %. Barbless hooks
were shown to reduce mortality rate ftom 11.8%
to 5.1 %. Spinning lures cause more hook damage
and bleeding to arctic grayling than the use of
flies.

•

hooked in vital areas died (mostly within 72 hours
of release).
Mortality has found to be highest in small males
«750 mm mid-eye length) compared with large

Arctic grayling

.
..

males and all females (Ben dock and

III

...

Alexandersdottir 1993).
The selection of lures has shown to be a significant
factor affecting mortality in both chinook and
coho salmon. Gjernes et al. 1993 in his Georgia
Strait study found that the use of treble hooks
resulted in more handling and injury than the use
of single hooks, although single hooks were more

Hook placement has been found to be the majot

frequently placed in more lethal locations. They

factor influencing mortality rates of arctic grayling,

also found barbed hooks to be more difficult to

as with most other game fish species.

remove than barb less hooks, though this did not
contribute

to

a higher mortality rate.

Chinook salmon have been found to have a higher
rate of hooking mortality than coho salmon

•
...
•

(Gjernes et al. 1993).

...
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Conclusions
.--

T

he hooking mortality studies
summarized in this report were all
conducted outside of the Yukon. The

data from these repon s, however, should be

applicable to Yukon waters, particularly the srudies
carried out for lake trout, arctic grayling and
northern pike on Great Slave Lake.
,-

The rate of hooking mortality in northern
game fish

,.

A wide range of hooking mortalities for northern

,.-

game fish species have been reported in the srudies
that were reviewed. These, of course, reflect the
variety of fishing gear and handling techniques
that were employed. If the more destructive
angling equipment is eliminated, however, it
appears that hooking mortality can be minimized
for all species.
If the deep-hooking of fish (internally and in the
gill arches) can be avoided, and proper handling

,-

techniques are followed, the hooking mortality for
all species can be reduced to nearly 0%. Some
mortality resulting from deep-hooking appears to

,-

be inevitable, however, even with the use of
unbaited, barb less hooks. Whether any level of
mortality from the live-releasing of angled fish is

,~

1- -

acceptable depends on a number of factors,
including the size, health and viability of the target
fish stock as well as the current and anticipated
angling pressure.

An evaluation of hooking monalicy resulring from live-release fishing practices. 1 5

Conclusio ns

How to reduce hooking mortality
The fo llowing factors should be considered when
trying to reduce mortality in angled game fish:

3 . Re moving fish ftom the water dur ing handli ng
adds significan tly to their exhaustion. Fish
should be kept in the water during handling.
Dip nets are useful in handling fi sh .

1. Hook placement is the most signifi cant factor

associated with injury and death of angled fish
(al l species) . Gullet and gill hooked fi sh have
low chances of survival.

4. Playing rime should be minimized when fish are

...
III

to be live-released. This will reduce the
exhaustion level of the fish and inctease their
chances of survival .

Live-baited hooks cause the mOSt seri ous injury
to fish. Single hooks are probably less harmful
than treble hooks (although there is some
disagteement about this). Artificial fli es cause
the least damage.
2. Handling time should be kept to a minimum.

5. Fish caught from deep cold watet sh ould not be
released in warm shallow water.
6. Exhausted fis h should be held upright in the
water until they begin to swim no tmally.
7 . Small lake trout have been shown to be more

Barbless hooks ate quicker to tern ave than

vulnerable to hooking and handling than

barbed hooks. When handling deep-hooked

mature lake trout. Catching and releasing large

fish, cutting the line is preferable to removing

numbers of these fish should be avoided. Small

the hook.

male chinook salmon are also particularly
vulnerable to hooking and releasing.

...
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